SWEET GEORGIA BROWN
STAR DUST
HONEYSUCKLE ROSE
BLUEBERRY HILL
SATIN DOLL
DON`T GET AROUND MUCH ANYMORE
IT DON`T MEAN A THING
I GOT IT BAD
TAKE THE „A“ TRAIN
SUMMERTIME
OH, LADY BE GOOD
`S WONDERFUL
EMBRACE ABLE YOU
IN A MELLOW TONE
MOOD INDIGO
LAZY RIVER
GEORGIA ON MY MIND
ŠATY DĚLAJ ČLOVĚKA
NEBE NA ZEMI
EZOP A BRABENEC
ŽIVOT JE JEN NÁHODA
DAVID A GOLIÁŠ
ALL OF ME
PENNIES FROM HEAVEN
STRUTIN WITH SOME BARBEQUE
HONEY PIE
ST. LOUIS BLUES
NIGHT AND DAY
I`VE GOT YOU UNDER MY SKIN
BASIN STREET BLUES
ALEXANDERS RAGTIME BAND
CHEEK TO CHEEK
MISTY
BYE BYE BLACK BIRD
CHICAGO
WHAT A WONDERFUL WORLD
MOON RIVER
I CAN`T GIVE YOU ANYTHING BUT LOVE
ON THE SUNNY SIDE OF THE STREET
I`M IN THE MOOD FOR LOVE
JUST A GIGOLO
BUONA SERA
WHEN I FALL IN LOVE
HEY! BA-BA-RE-BOP
SMILE
CABARET
HELLO DOLLY
WHEN THE SAINTS GO MARCHING IN
DŽESÍK
STAREJ PÁN A JAZZ
BOURBON STREET PARADE
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